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ABSTRACT Multidisciplinary team (MDT) diagnosis is regarded as the diagnostic reference standard for
interstitial lung disease (ILD). Several studies have reported that MDT diagnosis is associated with higher
levels of diagnostic confidence and better interobserver agreement when compared to the individual
components of the MDT in isolation. Although this recommendation is widely accepted, no guideline
statement specifies what constitutes an MDT meeting and how its participants should govern it.
Furthermore, the precise role of an MDT meeting in the setting of ILD may vary from one group to
another. For example, in some cases, the meeting will confine its discussion to characterising the disease
and formulating diagnosis. In others, management decisions may also be part of the discussion.
Surprisingly, there is no consensus on how MDT diagnosis is validated. As multidisciplinary evaluation
contains all the available clinical information on an individual patient, there is no reference standard
against which the veracity of MDT diagnosis can be tested. Finally, many of these uncertainties
surrounding MDT meeting practice are unlikely to be answered by traditional evidence-based studies,
which create difficulties when generating guideline recommendations. There is clearly a need for expert
consensus on what constitutes acceptable MDT meeting practice. This consensus will need to be flexible to
accommodate the variability in resources available to fledgling MDT groups and the variable nature of
patients requiring discussion.

Introduction
Interstitial lung disease (ILD) represents a diverse and challenging group of disorders with varied
management approaches and prognoses. In 2002, a joint statement from the American Thoracic
Association (ATS) and European Respiratory Society (ERS) on the classification of idiopathic interstitial
pneumonia (IIP) recommended an integrated and dynamic approach to the diagnosis of ILD, involving
clinicians, radiologists and, when lung biopsy has been performed, pathologists [1]. The 2013 ATS/ERS IIP
update statement reinforced this recommendation [2]. In essence, this approach to diagnosis allows the
initial impression of the clinician to be modified with the successive integration of multidisciplinary data
before the final multidisciplinary team (MDT) diagnosis is rendered. Several studies have reported that
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MDT diagnosis is associated with higher levels of diagnostic confidence and better interobserver
agreement when compared to the individual components of the MDT in isolation [3–6]. Based on the
literature of the past decade, the casual reader might suppose that MDT diagnosis is the result of a
tripartite discussion between a clinician, a radiologist and a pathologist, each with specialist expertise in
ILD, contributing equally to the diagnostic process and meeting in one location. It might be surprising
then to find that despite the primacy of MDT diagnosis, no guideline statement describes in detail how a
multidisciplinary meeting should be conducted. Many of the specifics remain unclear. Do all cases of ILD
require multidisciplinary characterisation? Who are the requisite attendees? How often should an MDT
meet? Must all participants be physically present at the meeting or is telemedicine an acceptable form of
MDT practice? How is the MDT meeting governed? Is the MDT meeting about formulating diagnosis or
does management also require discussion by the group? How is MDT diagnosis validated? Although
experts may have well-formed views on all of these issues, fledgling MDT groups may feel disincentivised
by these uncertainties. Notwithstanding these unanswered questions, MDT evaluation of ILD has become
enshrined in the literature as the optimum approach to diagnostic synthesis. These issues, as they relate to
MDT assessment of ILD, will form the focus of this article.

Multidisciplinary evaluation of ILD
Before the publication of the 2002 ATS/ERS IIP classification, histopathological evaluation was regarded as
the gold standard for diagnosis in the setting of diffuse lung disease [7–9]. This widely held belief was
reflected in two key ways: 1) the classification of the IIPs was based purely on histopathological
appearances, and 2) in several studies, histopathology was the diagnostic reference standard against which
the veracity of high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) was gauged [10–15]. At the turn of the
century, three key observations challenged this view and were responsible for a shift in diagnostic thinking,
which in turn had a major impact on the role of HRCT within the multidisciplinary framework.
The first critical observation was that interobserver agreement between expert thoracic histopathologists is
surprisingly poor [16]. In a study of 133 lung biopsies taken from 83 patients with various diffuse lung
diseases, the interobserver agreement among 10 thoracic histopathologists for first-choice diagnoses was
classified as poor (0.38 kappa (κ) coefficient of agreement). In addition, diagnoses made with 100%
confidence were achieved in only 39% of cases, with 18% of first-choice diagnoses being made with low
confidence. In this particular study, more than 50% of the interobserver variation related to the diagnosis
of nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP) and much of the associated diagnostic uncertainty arose from
its distinction from usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) [16]. These results are in contrast to a similar study
performed at the same institution, this time quantifying the interobserver agreement for a HRCT diagnosis
[5]. In this study, interobserver agreement was moderate to very good (weighted kappa coefficient (κw)
0.49–0.70) for a confident HRCT diagnosis in a variety of ILDs. Although a confident diagnosis and an
accurate one are not synonymous, several studies have reported that a confident HRCT diagnosis is often
correct.
The second issue is that when two or more biopsies are taken from the same patient, divergent
histopathological diagnoses are frequent; in other words, surgical lung biopsy (SLB) is liable to “sampling
error” [17, 18]. In the setting of UIP and NSIP, FLAHERTY et al. [17] demonstrated that 26% of patients had
different histopathological diagnoses assigned to different lobes and that, in these patients, the presence of
UIP in any sample conferred a poor prognosis. In practical terms, this means that a histopathological
diagnosis of NSIP based on a single lung biopsy specimen from one site can be inaccurate.
Finally, histopathological diagnosis is not immutable, even when made by experts. Frequently,
histopathological appearances are intermediate between two disease entities and the diagnosis of one entity
over another may be a matter of fine judgement (one reason for the poor interobserver agreement
reported). It is in these situations that clinical and HRCT data are likely to be most influential. This point
is highlighted by the observation that histopathologists will modify or completely change their diagnosis
almost 20% of the time when subsequently provided with clinical and HRCT data [3].
The 2002 ATS/ERS IIP classification statement was the first guideline document to emphasise the
importance of an integrated and dynamic interaction between radiologist and histopathologist for
diagnostic synthesis [1]. The 2013 ATS/ERS IIP update statement reinforced this approach [2]. In this
scheme, a provisional diagnosis may undergo several refinements with the successive integration of
multidisciplinary data before the final MDT diagnosis is rendered. This diagnostic approach has been
validated by several studies. FLAHERTY et al. [3] examined the cumulative impact of clinical, radiological
and histopathological data on diagnostic confidence and interobserver agreement in suspected idiopathic
pulmonary fibrosis (IPF). In this study, a diagnosis of IPF made either by a clinician or radiologist, when
presentation was considered typical, was accurate in more than 95% of cases. This is consistent with
previous reports in diagnostic studies of diffuse lung disease and was an important step in validating
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non-histopathological diagnosis of IPF based on typical HRCT findings. This study argued against the
assignment of a diagnostic gold standard, instead emphasising the “silver standards” of clinical,
radiological and pathological data. FLAHERTY et al. [3] investigated how diagnoses changed from the initial
individual clinical or HRCT diagnosis to the final clinical-radiological-histopathological diagnosis at MDT
discussion. Most significantly, in 19% of cases, pathologists changed their original diagnosis once the
clinical and radiological data became available. Furthermore, agreement between all participants increased
when diagnoses were made in an MDT setting.
The benefits of integrating multidisciplinary data when making a diagnosis of diffuse lung disease have
been reported in several other studies [4–6]. Specifically from the radiologist’s perspective, HRCT may
have a significant impact on the final diagnosis, even when a histopathological diagnosis has been made.
AZIZ et al. [5] have reported on the effect of HRCT data on clinical diagnosis in 168 patients with
suspected ILD. In that study, the clinician’s first-choice diagnosis changed in 51% of cases, and diagnostic
confidence improved (reflected in a κw of interobserver agreement between clinicians increasing from 0.47
to 0.72) once HRCT data were made available to them. In addition, post-HRCT, the number of differential
diagnoses given by all clinicians in the study fell, which suggests that diagnostic precision was improved.
HRCT also has an important role in the diagnosis of idiopathic NSIP. In 105 patients with biopsy-proven
NSIP according to the 2002 ATS/ERS guidelines, TRAVIS et al. [19] evaluated the impact of clinical and
HRCT data on final diagnosis. In this study, 21 cases had their histopathological diagnosis modified by the
addition of HRCT data, and another 14 cases were assigned a different diagnosis based on HRCT and
clinical data. THOMEER et al. [4] evaluated interobserver agreement between MDTs for the diagnosis of IPF.
In this study, although the level of agreement between the radiologists for a radiological diagnosis of UIP
was only moderate (κw=0.40) and the level of agreement between pathologists for a histopathological
diagnosis of UIP was fair (κw=0.30), the overall accuracy of the MDT diagnosis of IPF was good (87.2%).
A limitation of these studies is that they pre-date the 2011 joint ATS/ERS/Latin American Thoracic
Association (ALAT)/Japanese Respiratory Society ( JRS) guidelines for the management and diagnosis of
IPF as well as the availability of novel antifibrotic IPF drugs, all of which may influence diagnostic
decisions [20–22]. A recent international study involving seven expert MDTs demonstrated high levels of
inter-MDT meeting agreement for a diagnosis of IPF (κ=0.60) and for the diagnostic likelihood of IPF
(κ=0.71) [6]. Inter-MDT meeting agreement for a diagnosis of connective tissue disease (CTD)-related
ILD was also good (κ=0.64), while agreement between MDT meetings was poor for idiopathic NSIP
(κ=0.25) and hypersensitivity pneumonitis (κ=0.24). Furthermore, in the specific case of IPF, MDT
meetings more frequently assigned high-confidence diagnoses, with higher prognostic significance than the
individual components of the MDT meeting (i.e. clinicians, radiologists or pathologists) in isolation.

Unanswered questions
Although there is a substantial body of literature reporting on the benefits of MDT meetings for diagnosis
in the setting of ILD, considerable debate remains on what constitutes best MDT practice or, indeed, if a
single ideal MDT model exists [1, 2]. Guideline recommendations leave unanswered many practical
questions related to MDT meeting practice. For example, what is the purpose of MDT evaluation of ILD?
Who are the requisite participants? How often should an MDT meet? Do all cases of ILD require MDT
characterisation? How is an MDT meeting governed? It is noteworthy that, despite many years of research
highlighting the benefits of multidisciplinary ILD diagnosis, the fundamental question of how the accuracy
of multidisciplinary diagnosis is validated has gone unanswered. Perhaps one reason for this is the
disinclination to make guideline statements unless there is an evidence-based answer. However, many
questions related to the best practice of multidisciplinary ILD diagnosis cannot be answered using
evidence-based methodologies. What follows are a series of questions related to MDT practice with
suggested answers based on a combination of evidence and experience. A series of recommendations for
MDT meeting practice are provided in table 1.
What is the purpose of MDT evaluation of ILD?
Much of the debate surrounding MDT evaluation of ILD is fuelled by a failure to clarify what its precise
role is. In oncology, MDT discussion is an essential component of the patient management pathway. In
many cases, a diagnosis has already been established, invariably with histological corroboration, and the
focus of discussion is on the treatment of disease and addressing the individual needs of the patient. In
contrast, MDT evaluation of ILD is almost always about disease characterisation and formulating a
diagnosis. This is rarely a purely evidence-based exercise because the available clinical data on individual
patients are highly variable, often making it difficult to apply standardised diagnostic algorithms. Although
management recommendations may naturally flow from diagnosis (for example, in IPF, the prescription of
antifibrotic therapy is a natural extension of the diagnostic process), any move to require that management
decisions must be made by means of MDT discussion should be resisted. Patient frailty and the patient’s
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TABLE 1 An approach to multidisciplinary team (MDT) meeting practice
What is a diffuse lung disease MDT meeting?

What is the main goal of the MDT meeting in the setting of
diffuse lung disease?
Who are the requisite participants in the MDT meeting?

Who leads the MDT meeting?
What is the minimum dataset needed for diagnostic
synthesis in an individual diffuse lung disease patient?
Should the MDT meeting outcome be documented?

Do all cases of DPLD require MDT meeting evaluation?

How often should an MDT meeting take place?

How can DPLD MDT meeting performance be
appropriately evaluated?

A forum that enables the integration of all available clinical, radiological and
pathological data for an individual patient for the purposes of diagnostic
synthesis.
The primary goal of MDT meetings is to discuss and establish diagnosis. In some
cases, management strategy inevitably flows from diagnosis, e.g. the
prescription of antifibrotic therapy in patients with IPF.
If the primary goal of MDT meetings in the setting of DPLD is diagnostic
synthesis, then the requisite participants are the respiratory physician,
radiologist and pathologist.
In most cases, the participant who has performed a face-to-face evaluation of the
patient should lead the MDT discussion.
The lack of standardised diagnostic criteria in diffuse lung disease means that
defining the minimum required dataset is not possible at present.
Ideally, the outcome of the MDT discussion should be recorded in the patient’s
clinical records. A dedicated proforma for recording MDT discussion outcome
may inform service improvements as well as facilitate research.
Experienced MDTs may wish only to discuss cases where there is inter-specialty
diagnostic disagreement or where the disease is not easily classified. Less
experienced MDTs may initially wish to discuss all cases of diffuse lung
disease.
The DPLD MDT meeting frequency will depend on the experience of the group
and the number of patients being evaluated. New groups may wish to discuss
all cases but may have insufficient patient numbers to fill a weekly MDT
meeting. Experienced groups may have large numbers of patient referrals and
may need to triage patient that require discussion at a weekly meeting.
MDT meeting performance can be evaluated in terms of diagnostic accuracy,
participant experience and cost effectiveness. Diagnostic agreement and
diagnostic confidence may be used as surrogates for diagnostic accuracy.
Specifically in IPF, outcome distinctions between IPF and other diffuse lung
diseases may be used to validate diagnostic accuracy. Participant experience
may be assessed using questionnaires and cost-effectiveness studies may be
used to assess feasibility.

IPF: idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; DPLD: diffuse parenchymal lung disease.

own wishes may impact these decisions and therefore are more appropriately taken by an MDT
participant who has actually met the patient; in most cases, this is the attendant clinician.
A related issue is whether all cases of suspected ILD require MDT characterisation. This might be dictated
by the experience of the MDT group. New groups formed by less experienced participants, dealing with
smaller patient cohorts, might be advised to evaluate most if not all patients with suspected ILD. Aside
from the benefits to the patient, this approach is likely to broaden the MDT group’s experience and
establish an ethos of debate and logical thinking. One of the great benefits of MDT evaluation in this
setting is that participants are required to defend their opinions and diagnoses in public. However, an
experienced and busy group cannot hope to do this. In these circumstances, cases brought to an MDT
discussion should be those that are, in the view of the clinician (and possibly the radiologist), in need of
more detailed characterisation. A simple example will highlight this point; no amount of MDT discussion
will alter a clinician’s impression of IPF in an elderly male patient with rapidly progressive dyspnoea, a
typical UIP pattern on HRCT, and no identifiable trigger. However, the same radiological presentation in a
young female patient with equivocal serology suggesting, but not confirming, the presence of a CTD is
likely to require discussion. Patients in whom cryobiopsy or surgical biopsy is being considered almost
always require MDT discussion. It should be highlighted that although there are no specific guidelines that
state which patients require MDT discussion, prescribing mandatory discussion of all cases of suspected
ILD, and in particular IPF, should be avoided.
Lastly, in addition to evaluating new cases, revisiting and revising diagnoses based upon disease behaviour
and response to therapy is an important role of MDT discussion. This is of particular importance in
patients whose disease behaviour is unexpected and could not have been predicted on initial assessment.
This will necessarily include reassessment of lung function and imaging to plot change, and integrating
this change into MDT diagnosis.
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Who are the requisite participants in MDT evaluation of ILD?
Based on the original studies by FLAHERTY et al. [3], it might be supposed that multidisciplinary evaluation
should at a minimum involve a clinician, a radiologist and a pathologist. In recent times, more expansive
models including rheumatologists, thoracic surgeons or ILD nurses have been suggested [23–25], raising
the question “Who are the requisite participants in a multidisciplinary evaluation of diffuse lung disease?”
As previously discussed, for many MDT groups, the primary goal is establishing a diagnosis rather than
formulating a management strategy. This distinction is important: it has a profound impact on the nature
of MDT discussion and, more particularly, who must be present. If MDT evaluation in ILD is accepted as
being primarily about diagnosis, then the participation of surgeons or specialist nurses is unlikely to have
a meaningful impact. Also, those that argue for the compulsory attendance of all manner of people risk
discouraging ILD groups who do not have access to these peripheral specialties.
Specifically, the role of the rheumatologist within ILD MDT meetings warrants further discussion. A
recent study reported that among seven international expert multidisciplinary groups, new diagnoses of
CTD-ILD were constructed in approximately 10% of patients [6]. On the face of it, one might conclude
from this that formal rheumatology participation should be mandatory whenever an MDT diagnosis of
ILD is made. A particular challenge faced by MDT groups is separating patients with IIP from those with
CTD-related ILD: some patients present with subtle clinical features or serological abnormalities that
suggest an autoimmune process but do not meet established criteria for a specific CTD. Recently, an ERS/
ATS task force was formed in order to establish consensus on how to classify these patients (now
designated interstitial pneumonia with autoimmune features (IPAF)) and a set of diagnostic criteria have
been suggested [26]. These criteria are divided into three domains: a clinical domain, a morphological
domain and a serological domain. In the context of these three domains, the importance of rheumatology
input lies in the physical examination of the patient, searching for signs of an autoimmune process. For
example, distinguishing between an osteoarthritic or inflammatory arthritis might occasionally be a matter
of fine judgement, beyond the clinical skills of a pulmonologist. Insisting that a rheumatologist be present
at MDT discussions without the benefit of consultation with the patient in person is unlikely to add much
of value to the MDT process. Conversely, the integration of lung function, imaging and histological data in
all cases is best performed by the ILD physician. The rheumatologist and ILD physician thus play separate
roles, which are complementary but mutually exclusive. Clearly, evaluation of patients with suspected
autoimmune features by a rheumatologist and ILD physician within a parallel clinic is desirable, but for
practical reasons may not always be possible.
A reasonable conclusion, based on a combination of evidence and, most importantly, common sense, is
that only a clinician, a radiologist and (in selected cases where biopsy has been performed) a pathologist
are mandatory MDT meeting attendees. An interesting related point is how transbronchial cryobiopsy and
its impact on the availability of lung biopsy specimens, as well as the rapidly progressing field of molecular
biomarkers, might influence who is required to be present at ILD MDT discussions.
How is MDT meeting diagnosis validated?
Although MDT diagnosis may be associated with superior levels of diagnostic agreement, this does not
necessarily indicate more accurate diagnoses. It should be remembered that, although MDT discussion may
result in more confident diagnoses and higher levels of diagnostic agreement, the performance of the MDT
is intrinsically dependent on the experience of the individual participants. No amount of MDT discussion
will overcome the shortcomings of participant inexperience. This raises the question “How is MDT
evaluation validated for diagnostic accuracy?” Validation of any diagnostic test is generally an
evidence-based process that ensures that the test complies with some accepted reference standard. However,
the process of multidisciplinary evaluation involves integrating all available clinical, radiological and
pathological data at presentation, which means there is no reference standard against which the veracity of
MDT diagnosis can be tested. All data are contained within the MDT diagnosis. Specifically in the case of
IPF, one logical approach is to validate MDT diagnosis at presentation against outcome distinctions between
IPF and other diffuse lung diseases. In the study by WALSH et al. [6], the accuracy of IPF diagnosis rendered
by clinicians, radiologists, histopathologists and the MDT meeting itself were validated against mortality. In
this study, trends toward greater prognostic separation of patients based upon an IPF diagnosis made by
MDT meetings compared to clinicians, radiologists or pathologists in isolation, supports the current
guideline recommendation that MDT evaluation of patients with suspected IPF is the optimal diagnostic
approach. Further evaluation of MDT meeting diagnosis in the context of patient outcome is needed.
Where and how often should MDT evaluation of ILD take place?
The frequency of ILD MDT evaluation will often depend on the experience of the group, for several
reasons. First, as previous discussed, new groups simply may not have enough cases of suspected ILD to
require a weekly meeting. Secondly, it may take time for an MDT group to develop momentum.
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As the service grows, increasing patient numbers and possibly referrals from other centres will mean that
full MDT characterisation will be possible only for selected cases. It is at this stage that the MDT group
will need to firmly establish its own guidelines for who requires and does not require discussion.
No recommendations on MDT meeting location have been published. Having all participants physically
present in one location might be ideal, but not always possible. Some groups may not have local access to
expert radiologists or histopathologists, but this expertise may be available through wider networks using
telemedicine. In an ongoing study of diagnostic agreement in the setting of ILD, involving 766
pulmonologists, 127 reported having no direct access to ILD imaging expertise, but had indirect access
through local networks. This was also true for 195 pulmonologists with respect to the availability of
histopathology expertise [27]. Therefore, it may be necessary that future guideline recommendations
include telecommunication as an accepted form of multidisciplinary practice (Melissa Wickremasinghe,
Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, London, UK; personal communication).

MDT governance
Although several studies have reported on MDT diagnosis regarding diagnostic confidence, interobserver
agreement, accuracy and prognostic significance, the more subjective influences on MDT diagnosis, such as
participants’ personalities, cultural biases or time constraints have not been examined [3–6]. One might be
forgiven for assuming, following a review of the current literature, that the clinician, radiologist and
pathologist contribute equally and in a consistent fashion between different MDT groups. This is clearly an
unrealistic expectation. An important, but difficult to quantify component of MDT meeting dynamics is the
effect of individual personalities on the final MDT diagnosis. Guideline descriptions of multidisciplinary
diagnosis describe it as a consensus among participants; however, depending on individuals’ experience and
personality, the final diagnosis may ultimately be more reflective of the strongest voice in the room.
Therefore, the question is “Who is responsible for MDT meeting governance and how is this legislated?” In
some cases referred for MDT evaluation, a clinician may be seeking radiological corroboration of a diagnosis
he or she already has in mind. In this situation, the clinician is likely to lead discussions and formulate the
diagnosis. In other cases, the clinician may have a differential diagnosis consisting of two or three
possibilities, and requires expert radiological input to refine the diagnosis further. In this situation, the
radiologist is likely to have significant impact on the final diagnosis. Lastly, some cases of ILD might be
deemed unclassifiable, requiring in-depth MDT discussion and a consensus on the need to perform SLB.
Occasionally, in these cases, a single confident MDT diagnosis cannot be achieved.
A recent review of multidisciplinary meeting practices in 12 expert ILD centres by JO et al. [25]
demonstrated significant heterogeneity in meeting format and organisation. This survey reported that the
attendant clinician was responsible for leading the meeting 90% of the time, documenting outcome 70% of
the time, and had the greatest input into formulating diagnosis 60% of the time. Interestingly, in 30% of
meetings, the final decision on diagnosis was left to the clinician following multidisciplinary discussion.

Multidisciplinary evaluation of suspected IPF
Guideline diagnosis versus MDT diagnosis
One benefit of evidence-based guidelines is that they allow MDT groups with less experience to make
diagnoses with high confidence. Application of the 2011 ATS/ERS/ALAT/JRS IPF statement revolves
primarily around assigning a CT diagnosis category based on the presence or absence of honeycombing
and the exclusion of features considered inconsistent with UIP. In cases where biopsy has been performed,
evaluation of the histology follows a similar approach. In recent times, radiological misdiagnosis arising
from difficulties applying guideline HRCT diagnosis categories has been the focus of debate. In a survey
performed at a Europe-wide IPF meeting, a majority of clinicians stated that they found an HRCT
diagnosis of IPF to be reliable from less than one-third of radiologists. Recently, diagnostic agreement
among 116 radiologists for the categorisation of 150 cases of fibrotic lung disease based on the 2011 ATS/
ERS/ALAT/JRS HRCT criteria for a UIP pattern was reported as moderate, with no significant
improvement among thoracic radiologists with >25 years of experience [28]. Given the crucial role that
HRCT plays in the initial evaluation of patients with IPF, it might be supposed that radiological
misdiagnosis should adversely impact MDT diagnosis. Surprisingly, this is not the case. In contrast to
radiological diagnosis of UIP, inter-MDT meeting agreement on the likelihood of IPF is good (κw=0.71)
[6]. In the case of IPF, experts have taken the requisite time to draw up diagnostic guideline
recommendations that can be applied in clinical practice. In sharp contrast, poor levels of inter-MDT
agreement have been demonstrated for diseases for which no consensus guideline statements exist, in
particular, hypersensitivity pneumonitis and idiopathic NSIP [6].
Despite these benefits, guidelines do not come without difficulties, many of which relate to the “one size
fits all” paradigm they attempt to enforce. A prevalent diagnostic problem encountered by MDT groups is
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the IPF patient whose HRCT lacks typical UIP features and is too frail or unwilling to undergo SLB.
Currently, in about half of IPF patients, ATS/ERS/ALAT/JRS criteria are not satisfied for IPF and, in these
cases, an evidence-based diagnosis is not possible [29, 30]. Patients find themselves with an unclassifiable
condition for which multidisciplinary discussion will result in one of two outcomes: either it is assumed
that the diagnosis is not IPF and the clinician will treat the patient accordingly, or a speculative diagnosis
of IPF is made and antifibrotic therapy is prescribed. In short, the current diagnostic recommendations for
IPF do not cater for a significant number of IPF patients. At the root of this problem is the fact that the
2011 ATS/ERS/ALAT/JRS statement was formulated at a time when no validated IPF therapy existed, but,
at the same time, a rigorous diagnostic approach to IPF was needed for use in drug trials. In trials,
diagnosis must be standardised to ensure consistency between treated and placebo arms, which in essence
means the exclusion of data that are not available in all patients. Most centres do not perform
bronchoalveolar lavage in patients with suspected IPF, so the current guideline statement does not
emphasise this [20]. Disease behaviour cannot be figured into diagnostic criteria because this information
is unavailable at the time of trial enrolment [20]. Current IPF diagnostic guidelines do not incorporate
pre-test probability, meaning that strict guideline adherence results in the same diagnostic algorithm being
applied to a 35-year-old female patient with a definite UIP pattern on HRCT as would be applied to a
75-year-old man with the same HRCT appearances (assuming no trigger is identified in either case) [20].
Multidisciplinary diagnosis of IPF described in the 2011 ATS/ERS/ALAT/JRS statement is largely a
two-dimensional process that combines a histopathological grade and a HRCT classification into a
diagnostic probability of IPF represented by four diagnosis categories: IPF, probable IPF, possible IPF or
inconsistent with IPF [20]. The application of subtle clinical interpretation, particularly when the imaging
or histology is inconclusive, is not highlighted.
When no validated IPF treatment was available, these shortcomings made little practical difference to
patients in whom a guideline-based diagnosis of IPF could not be made. However, with the availability of
two licensed antifibrotic therapies, accurate diagnosis of IPF has become critical. When the clinical
suspicion is one of IPF and the HRCT shows typical UIP, full multidisciplinary characterisation is unlikely
to be needed; however, when the HRCT is not that of typical UIP and the patient is disinclined to
undergo lung biopsy, multidisciplinary discussion becomes crucial. Unlike the guideline recommendations,
which confine diagnosis to the isolated opinions of a radiologist and a pathologist at a point in time,
real-world clinical practice involves integrating a broad range of clinical data, which are likely to vary
significantly from patient to patient. In addition, cases discussed at presentation can be revisited after a
period of observation or therapy, and so disease behaviour can also be considered.
This tension between diagnostic guidelines and multidisciplinary diagnosis may vary depending on the
experience of the multidisciplinary group. Experienced groups may feel comfortable overriding guideline
recommendations based on expert clinical judgement, but newer groups may initially rely on them to
make confident diagnoses. As a practical example, patients who do not meet guideline criteria for a
diagnosis of definite IPF might in some cases be prescribed antifibrotic therapy on the basis of a “working
diagnosis” of IPF by experienced multidisciplinary groups. In time, this flexible IPF diagnosis, which
allows for the variability of real-world clinical practice and incorporates clinical interpretation, will be
examined in an evidence-based way and endorsed in future guideline statements.

Emerging diagnostic tools
Cryobiopsy
Based on epidemiological studies from Italy, Belgium, Greece, Spain, the USA and Finland, 28–38% of
patients with IPF were diagnosed by SLB [31–36]. In clinical trials, where the diagnostic approach must be
standardised using current guidelines, this proportion increases to as many as 60% of cases [37–39]. Many
patients with suspected IPF may be unable or unwilling to undergo SLB and, at the same time, require
histopathological confirmation of UIP to secure a guideline-based diagnosis of IPF. Recent studies suggest
that bronchoscopic lung cryobiopsy (BLC) may be a less invasive alternative to SLB. BLC provides large
biopsy specimens, is well tolerated by patients, and results in high-confidence diagnoses of UIP in about
50% of cases [40–46]. In a recent study that evaluated the impact of BLC on MDT diagnosis of IPF, the
proportion of high-confidence IPF diagnoses increased from 16% to 63% following integration of BLC data
into multidisciplinary discussions [47]. Also, BLC changed the initial clinical-radiological impression in 26%
of cases, reclassifying 73% as IPF. Although histopathology is unlikely to resume its role as a diagnostic gold
standard in ILD, BLC, if widely adopted, may have a significant impact on MDT practice in the future.
Biomarkers
In recent years, biomarker research in ILD has focused on IPF, usually involving relatively small cohorts
and without validation. Biomarkers may have several roles, including improving diagnostic accuracy,
facilitating management decisions or informing prognosis [48–52]. Rapid advances in our understanding
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of IPF biology have provided a tantalising opportunity for characterising the molecular phenotypes of
different ILDs [50, 51, 53–56]. At present, genomics is a highly specialised field, but in time it may
become a mainstream form of multidisciplinary data requiring expert interpretation. For this reason,
specialists in genetics and molecular biology may become a necessary addition to the multidisciplinary
groups of the future.

Conclusion
Multidisciplinary evaluation is the current diagnostic reference standard for ILD and is reported to
improve diagnostic confidence and agreement compared to individual participants of the MDT in
isolation. Despite this recommendation being ubiquitous in the ILD literature, many questions regarding
the practicalities of MDT meetings remain unclear. Who must attend MDT meetings? Which patients
require MDT characterisation and which patients do not? Who is responsible for MDT meeting
governance and how is this legislated? An added difficulty is that the answers to many of these questions
are likely to come from experience and common sense rather than traditional evidence-based
methodologies. Also, the significant variability in available resources, as well as patients requiring MDT
evaluation, means that a standardised approach to MDT meetings may not be possible. Although experts
will have well-formed views on what represents the ideal MDT meeting, these unanswered questions and
the resulting uncertainties may discourage new MDT groups. Appropriate guideline statements will need
to combine expert experience with properly designed studies to address these governance-related issues.
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